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Galaxy Shapes for Weak Lensing

For a large sample of background SF galaxies, <e> can be used as an estimator 
of the weak lensing shear γ assuming sources randomly oriented, i.e. <es> = 0. 

The measure of gravitational lensing is a powerful technique for estimating 
mass distribution of dark matter.

Weak lensing regime (large scales), i.e. |γ| ≪ 1:



Weak Lensing with SKA

The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will reach sufficient sensitivity and angular
resolution to provide large number density of faint star-forming galaxies.

Radio significant high-redshift tail compared
with optical correspondent surveys

Well-known and deterministic knowledge 
of the PSF (most instrumental systematic 
effect) 

Unique radio approaches may provide 
estimate of galaxy’s intrinsic orientation 
allowing mitigation of intrinsic alignments:
• Polarization (Brown & Battye 2011, Whittaker+ 2015)
• HI rotational velocity (Morales 2006, Huff+ 2013)
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Experiment Asky [deg
2
] ngal [arcmin

�2
] zm ↵ � � fspec-z zspec-max �photo-z zphoto-max �no-z

SKA1 5,000 2.7 1.1
p
2 2 1.25 0.15 0.6 0.05 2.0 0.3

DES 5,000 12 0.6
p
2 2 1.5 0.0 2.0 0.05 2.0 0.3

SKA2 30,000 10 1.3
p
2 2 1.25 0.5 2.0 0.03 2.0 0.3

Euclid-like 15,000 30 0.9
p
2 2 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.03 4.0 0.3

Table 1. Parameters used in the creation of simulated data sets for the representative experiments considered in this paper.

3.1 Source Populations

For the number density of sources in each tomographic bin
in each experiment we use a redshift number density distri-
bution of the form:

dngal

dz
= z

� exp (�(z/z0)
�) , (18)

where z0 = zm/↵ (↵ is a scale parameter) and zm is the
median redshift of sources. For the SKA experiments we use
the source counts in the SKADS S3-SEX simulation of radio
source populations (Wilman et al. 2008); we have applied re-
scalings of these populations in both size distributions and
number counts in order to match recent data (see Paper II
for a full description). Values of the parameters in Eq. (18)
are given in Table 1, including the best-fit parameters to
the SKADS S3-SEX distribution. The top panel of Fig. 2
shows these distributions for the experiments considered,
including the high-redshift tail present in the radio source
populations. For each experiment we then subdivide these
populations into ten tomographic redshift bins, giving equal
numbers of galaxies in each bin. We also add redshift errors,
spreading the edges of each redshift bin and causing them to
overlap. We assume a fraction of sources with spectroscopic
redshifts (i.e. with no redshift error) fspec-z up to a redshift
of zspec-max. For the remaining sources we assign a Gaussian-
distributed (with the prior z > 0) redshift error of width
(1+z)�photo-z up to a redshift of zphoto-max, beyond which we
assume no ‘good’ photometric redshift estimate and assign a
far greater error (1+z)�no-z. Values for these parameters for
each representative experiment are shown in Table 1 and the
resulting binned distributions for SKA2 and the Euclid-like
experiment (see Section 3.3 below) are shown in the lower
panel of Fig. 2. We take an intrinsic galaxy shape dispersion
of �gi = 0.3 for all redshift bins and experiments, consistent
with that found for the radio and optical lensing samples
used in previous radio weak lensing (Patel et al. 2010).

3.2 Stage III Experiments

3.2.1 SKA Phase 1 (SKA1)

The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will be built in two
phases: the first (SKA1) will consist of a low frequency aper-
ture array in Western Australia (SKA1-LOW) and a dish ar-
ray to be built in South Africa (SKA1-MID) with expected
commencement of science observations in 2020. Of these,
it is SKA1-MID which will provide the necessary sensitiv-
ity and resolution to conduct weak lensing surveys. Here
we have assumed source number densities expected to em-
anate from a 5, 000 deg2 survey conducted at the centre of
observing Band 2 (1.355 GHz) and with baselines weighted
to give an image-plane PSF of size 0.5 arcsec full width at

Figure 2. Source (top) and “observed” (bottom, split into

ten tomographic bins for each experiment) redshift distributions

dngal/dz for the Euclid-like and SKA2 experiments described in

Section 3.3. The curves in both panels are normalised such that

the total area under the curves is equal to the total ngal for each

experiment.

half maximum (FWHM). This experimental configuration
is expected to give a close-to-optimal combination of high
galaxy number density and quiescent ionosphere, as well as
maximise commensality with other SKA science goals (see
Paper II and Harrison & Brown 2015 for further discussion).
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Figure 3. Marginal joint 1σ error contours in the dark energy equation-of-state parameter plane. The black cross indicates the ΛCDM
fiducial values for dark energy parameters, namely {w0, wa} = {−1, 0}. Blue, red and green ellipses are for radio and optical/near-
IR surveys and their cross-correlation, respectively. The left(right) panel is for Stage III(IV) DETF cosmic shear surveys. Dashed,
dot-dashed and dotted contours refer to amplitudes of the residual systematic power spectrum with variance σ2

sys = 10−7, 10−6 and
5× 10−5, respectively. All contours but those for the cross-correlation are biased (i.e. they are not centred on the black cross) due to the
presence of residual, additive experimental systematics (Sec. 3.1).

The first term is the cosmological weak lensing shear we
are after, whilst the second and third terms are the very
contaminants which we refer to when we talk of IAs. Usually,
they are called ‘GI’ and ‘II’ terms, since they are correlations
between the gravitational lensing signal (G) and the intrinsic
shape (I).

Given the cosmic shear term (GG) defined in Eq. (1),
the projected angular power spectra for the IA terms are

C
XiYj

(GI)! =
2π2

"3

∫
dχχWXi(χ)nYj (χ)∆

2
GI [k!(χ),χ] , (15)

C
XiYj

(II)! =
2π2

"3

∫
dχχnXi(χ)nYj (χ)∆

2
II [k!(χ),χ] . (16)

(17)

Basically, in the GI spectrum one of the lensing ker-
nels is replaced by the galaxy redshift distribution of the
sources, whereas both of them are replaced in the II spec-
trum. The main unknown in these expressions are the IA
power spectra, ∆2

GI [k!(χ),χ] and ∆2
II [k!(χ),χ]. As a refer-

ence, we here adopt the non-linear IA model often dubbed
‘corrected Bridle & King’ (see also Hirata & Seljak 2004;
Bridle & King 2007; Kirk et al. 2012; Blazek et al. 2015),

where they read

∆2
GI(k,χ) = −C1

ρ̄(χ)

D(χ)
∆2

δ(k,χ), (18)

∆2
II(k,χ) =

[
−C1

ρ̄(χ)
D(χ)

]2

∆2
δ(k,χ), (19)

with ρ̄[χ(z)] the background energy density at redshift z,
andD the linear growth factor. Here, C1 is the normalisation
of the IA contribution, for which we use a fiducial value of
5×10−14h−2 Mpc3/M", following Bridle & King (2007) who
matched the power spectra based on the measurement of the
II signal by Brown et al. (2002).

Figure 5 illustrates the impact of neglecting IAs in the
reconstruction of the dark energy equation-of-state param-
eters {w0, wa}. As in Fig. 3, left(right) panels are for Stage
III(IV) DETF cosmic shear experiments, whereas red, blue
and green respectively refer to optical/near-IR and radio
surveys and their cross-correlation. The cross indicates the
ΛCDM fiducial value of {w0, wa} = {−1, 0}. Dashed con-
tours show the best-fit confidence region that will be erro-
neously reconstructed if IAs were neglected in the analysis,
whereas filled, coloured contours (correctly centred at values
of a cosmological constant) are for the case where we intro-
duce IA nuisance parameters and marginalise over them.
Specifically, we here consider two types of nuisance param-
eters: (i) a bias bI related to the power spectrum of the II
term with respect to the matter power spectrum; and (ii)
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1961; Vogeley & Szalay 1996; Tegmark et al. 1997), the 1σ
marginal error on parameter ϑα reads

σ(ϑα) =
√(

F
−1

)
αα

, (3)

where

Fαβ =

〈
−
∂2 lnL(ϑ)
∂ϑα∂ϑβ

〉
(4)

is the Fisher matrix, F−1 is its inverse, and the index ‘αα’ de-
notes diagonal elements. Furthermore, the Fisher matrix ap-
proach allows us to estimate the bias, b(ϑα), that we would
get on a parameter’s best-fit value if we neglected some other
(e.g. systematic) parameter in the analysis. The calculation
of such a bias is presented and discussed in Appendix A.

Our data will come from the measurement of the (auto-

or cross-) correlation angular power spectra C
XiYj

# between
the observed shear inferred from galaxy ellipticities for radio
and optical/near-IR experiments X and Y in the redshift
bins i and j (see Paper I for details). In the presence of

noise, N
XiYj

# , the observed cosmic shear power spectrum is

Ĉ
XiYj

# = C
XiYj

# +N
XiYj

# . (5)

Then, to translate the Fisher matrix to the space of the
model parameters, ϑ, it is sufficient to multiply the inverse
of the covariance matrix by the Jacobian of the change of
variables, viz.

Fαβ =
#max∑

#,#′=#min

∂CXY
#

∂ϑα

[
Γ

XY
##′

]−1 ∂CXY
#′

∂ϑβ
, (6)

where ΓXY
##′ is the data covariance (assumed to be diag-

onal in % − %′). As in Paper I, we consider the standard
ΛCDM parameter vector ϑ = {Ωm,Ωb, h, ns,σ8}, to which
we append the dark energy equation-of-state parameters,
{w0, wa}, when we quote dark energy forecasts. In the fol-
lowing, we fix %min = 20 and %max = 3000.

For computational simplicity, the %-diagonal matrix
ΓXY

##′ only represents the Gaussian part of the total covari-
ance matrix, whose other terms are a non-Gaussian part,
coming form the trispectrum, and the so-called super-sample
variance. Employing the full covariance matrix is not fully
equivalent to the simplified Gaussian case usually adopted
here and in Fisher matrix analyses. However, we emphasise
that we do not extend our analysis to the strongly non-
linear régime of perturbations and that, at the %max consid-
ered here, marginal errors forecast with the Gaussian and
non-Gaussian covariance are still in good agreement (e.g.
Kiessling et al. 2011).

Given the large number of spectra necessary for all the
experiments and cross-correlations we employ, as well as the
many (cosmological and nuisance) parameters investigated,
we have extensively tested the stability and reliability of our
Fisher matrices in various ways. A comprehensive descrip-
tion of our method is outlined in Appendix B. Moreover,
we cross-checked our Fisher matrix procedure against the
Monte Carlo Markov Chains simulations used in Paper I.
The detailed results of this comparison is presented in Ap-
pendix C, and the general agreement is very good: the scat-
ter between the two methods is generally smaller than 10%
but for the parameters with the most non-Gaussian contours
and some configurations where the rôle of priors is particu-
larly important.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMATICS

As emphasised in Brown et al. (2015), radio and optical
weak lensing surveys have a particularly useful synergy in
quantifying and reducing the impact of systematic effects
that may dominate each survey alone. Here, we explore to
what extent the cross-correlation of the shear estimators
from one of these surveys with those of the other will miti-
gate the impact of several systematic errors.

Starting from the complex shear γ = γ1+ iγ2 at a given
3D position on the sky, (θ, z), we assume that the measured
shear contains the cosmological signal γ plus a systematic
error, viz. γobs = γ + γsys. Here, we assume that the shear
systematic error can be decomposed into residual system-
atics and a calibration error (often called additive and a
multiplicative terms; cfr Heymans et al. 2006; Huterer et al.
2006; Massey et al. 2007; Amara & Refregier 2008), namely

γsys(θ, z) = γmul(z)γ(θ, z) + γadd(θ, z). (7)

Under the assumption of no noise and of small multiplicative
systematics, this leads to an observed power spectrum of the
form

Cobs
# (z, z′) =
{
1 +

[
γmul(z) + γmul(z′)

]}
C#(z, z

′) + Cadd
# (z, z′). (8)

Whilst a full treatment of the various effects that
could lead to experimental systematics is strongly survey-
dependent and is beyond the purpose of this paper (see e.g.
Cardone et al. 2014, for a comprehensive analysis of opti-
cal survey systematics), we shall here focus on some general
shapes of the systematics power spectrum that is possibly
more degenerate with the cosmological signal we are after.
The purpose of this is to quantify the amelioration brought
by the cross-correlation of radio and optical/near-IR cosmic
shear measurements.

3.1 Residual Systematics

Our approach is to be agnostic about the origin of the sys-
tematic effects, and instead parameterise them with an %-
dependence. Following Amara & Refregier (2008), we define

Cadd
# = Aadd

nadd log(%/%add) + 1
%(%+ 1)

, (9)

which allows for the possibility that the residual systemat-
ics power spectrum can be positive or negative, and that
it may transit from one to the other. More specifically,
%(% + 1)Cadd

# , whose slope is naddAadd, scales linearly with
log % and amounts to Aadd at %add. For practical purposes, we
set the amplitude Aadd—the additional parameter that we
marginalise over—according to the systematics signal vari-
ance

σ2
sys =

∫
d ln %
2π

%(%+ 1)
∣∣∣Cadd

#

∣∣∣ . (10)

To have a better grasp of how such residual system-
atic effects will look at the level of the power spectrum,
Fig. 1 depicts Eq. (9), where the grey curves are Cadd

# for
σ2
sys = 10−8, 10−7, 10−6 and 10−5 from bottom to top. We

choose %add = 300, and thin/thick lines are for nadd = ±1.
As a comparison, the blue and red curves respectively show
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Simulation for DETF 
experiments

residual systematics 
modelling
(Amara & Refregier 2008):

σ2
sys = 10-7, 10-6, 5×10-5

nadd = -1 
lmin = 20, lmax = 3000

SKA1, DES (Stage III) SKA2, Euclid (Stage IV)

Removal of additive experimental systematics by radio-optical cross-correlation 

Weak Lensing with SKA  



Galaxy Shape Measurement
Non linear imaging procedure introduces non-negligible systematics and highly 
correlated noise. Essential to work directly with the original data! 

complex visibilities ⇒ big data         ⇒ Joint analysis in the two domains
sources not localized

IMAGE DOMAIN
• source detection and classification
• position, flux (and possibly size) measurement
• ellipticity initial guess

VISIBILITY DOMAIN for accurate ellipticity measurement
following optical approach: model fitting of the surface brightness profile 

1. Joint fitting of all sources 
• Shapelets invariant under Fourier transform (Chang+ 2002), but already

dismissed in the optical domain due to model bias
• Hamiltonian Monte Carlo Markov Chains (Rivi+ 2019), very accurate but 

very time-consuming even for small datasets

2. Single source model fitting
• RadioLensfit - adaptation of lensfit method used in optical surveys,  

(Rivi+ 2016, Rivi & Miller 2018, 2021)



Galaxy shape model

Radio model: defined by the synchrotron radiation from the ISM in the disk
- single component
- exponential brightness profile: I(r) = I0e-r/𝛼

First confirmation of this assumption from radio-optical shape comparison of 
the cross-matching sources of the COSMOS field at 3 GHz

optical:  HST-ACS
radio: VLA  

- at 1.4 GHz (PSF FWHM ≈ 1.45 arcsec) 
almost no correlation (Tunbridge+ 2016)
Resolution is too low!

- at 3 GHz (PSF FWHM ≈ 0.75 arcsec) a 
correlation of position angles is found 

(Hillier+ 2019)

Radio-Optical Shape and Shear in COSMOS 9

Figure 5. 2D histogram of the position angle comparison between
the matched 3 GHz VLA radio and HST-ACS optical weak lensing
catalogues. The histogram contains 1,078 matched sources and
the greyscale bar indicates the source number density.

7 COSMIC SHEAR POWER SPECTRA

In this section, we estimate the three possible cosmic shear
power spectra (COO

` ,C
RO

` and C
RR

` ) from the optical (O) and
radio (R) shear catalogues. To do this, we use a flat-sky
maximum likelihood power spectrum estimation code 7, de-
scribed fully in Köhlinger et al. (2016, 2017). The code is
based on the algorithm proposed in Hu & White (2001),
which was first applied to real data in the cosmic shear anal-
ysis of the COMBO-17 survey (Brown et al. 2003). The same
method was also used to measure the shear power spectrum
in Stripe 82 of the SDSS survey (Lin et al. 2012). Köhlinger
et al. (2016) adapted the technique to enable a tomographic
analysis, which they applied to the CFHTLenS data. More
recently the technique has been used to perform a tomo-
graphic shear analysis of the KiDS-450 data (Köhlinger et al.
2017). This analysis found results consistent with the real-
space analysis of Hildebrandt et al. (2017) when appropriate
scale cuts were used, in particular when small angular scales
were excluded. We do not apply such cuts in this work be-
cause the COSMOS field only spans 2 deg

2. Hence, there is a
large overlap of the scales probed here and the previous real-
space studies (Massey et al. 2007; Schrabback et al. 2010)
and so the discrepancy between real-space and power spec-
tra measurements is not expected to be as large as in the
KiDS-450 studies.

We have chosen to use this particular code because of its
ability to extract the cross-power spectra between two shear
maps with uncorrelated shape noise (in addition to the auto-
spectra). In the case of KiDS-450, this was applied to sev-
eral pairs of redshift bins to produce a tomographic analysis.
However, the same technique can also be used to extract the
cross-spectra between di↵erent wavebands, in our case the
optical and radio bands. The only extension which may be

7 Publicly available from https://bitbucket.org/fkoehlin/qe_

public

Figure 6. Cut-out images for some of the cross-matched sources
from the HST -ACS and 3 GHz VLA catalogues. For each source
(each row of plots), the position angle comparison histogram from
Fig. 5 is reproduced, with the measured correlation for the se-
lected source indicated by the cross. For comparison, equivalent
cut-outs for the lower resolution 1.4 GHz VLA-COSMOS survey
can be seen in Fig. 10 of Tunbridge et al. (2016).

MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2019)

Optical: good performance in the GREAT Challenges of methods using Se’rsic
models, they reduce model bias observed with shapelets. 



RadioLensfit: Methodology

- Source visibilities extraction (by flux/SNR decreasing order): 
- sky model made of round sources to isolate the visibilities of a single source
- faceting to restrict the f.o.v around the source: averaging visibilities within 

grid cells of size 𝛥u = 1/𝜃 (wavelength units), 𝜃 dependent on source size

- Analytical visibilities model:

- Bayesian marginalization of the likelihood over position (analytically), flux
(semi-analytically) using uniform prior, and size (numerically) with log-normal 
prior ⇒ L(e1, e2)

- Likelihood sampling: ML + adaptive grid around the maximum point

- Refinement of the sky model: replace the ellipticity of the current source with 
the measured one. 

RadioLensfit
Lensfit method (Miller et al. 2013) adaptation to visibility domain:

Individual source visibilities extraction.

Chi-square fitting of single sources:
analytical exponential disc (Sersic profile of index 1) model visibilities.

LpS, x,↵, eq 9 e
´ �2

2 , �2 “ pD ´ MSq:
C

´1pD ´ MSq
Bayesian marginalisation over S, x,↵ ñ Lpeq:

analytical over flux S by adopting uniform prior.
straightforward over position x by adopting uniform prior (exponential
integral computation).
numerical over scalelength ↵ by adopting lognormal prior dependent
on source flux.

Likelihood sampling: ML + adaptive grid around the maximum.

ê “ mean, �2
ê

“
a

detpcovq

(2016b), here we also consider the w coordinate which takes into account the
e↵ect of the non co-planar distribution of the antennae:

V (u, v, w) =
⇣�ref

�

⌘� S�ref e
2⇡i

�
ul+vm+w(

p
1�l2�m2�1)

�

�
1 + 4⇡2↵2|A�Tk|2

�3/2 . (1)

� is the spectral index for the synchrotron radiation emitted by the galaxy disc,
for which we adopt a fiducial value of �0.7, k is the vector (u, v), and the
remaining are source parameters: image position coordinates (l,m), integrated
flux density S�ref

at reference wavelength �ref, scalelength ↵ and ellipticity

components e1, e2. The shape distortion according to the ellipticity parameters
is introduced by the matrix A that linearly transforms the circular exponential
profile to an ellipse:

A =

✓
1� e1 �e2
�e2 1 + e1

◆
. (2)

We assume the following ellipticity definition:

e = e1 + ie2 =
a� b

a+ b
e2i✓, (3)

where a and b are the galaxy major and minor axes respectively, and ✓ is the
galaxy orientation. The initial sky model is defined assuming that all sources
are circular (meaning e1 = e2 = 0), but is refined each time a source is fitted, by
replacing the ellipticity of the source model with the measured one. The galaxy
scalelength can either be provided in the source catalog or estimated from S�ref
according to the following linear relation between the log of the median value
↵med and the flux density S:

ln [↵med/arcsec] = �0.93 + 0.33 ln [S/µJy]. (4)

This relation has been estimated in Rivi et al. (2016a) by the analysis of the pub-
licly available source catalogue8 of the VLA SWIRE Deep Field 20 cm survey.
The coe�cients of this relation are respectively the algorithm parameters ADD
and ESP. They can be tuned by the analysis of more recent source observations
with the new generation of radio telescopes.

Currently no instrumental systematics e↵ects, such as time and frequency
smearing and primary beam attenuation, are added in the sky model but they
can be modelled analytically (Chang et al., 2004; Smirnov, 2011) and easily
added in the visibilities computation when working with real data.

2.3. Source extraction

The sky model visibilities are used to remove from the observed data the
approximated visibilities of all the sources in the field of view except the one we

8https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/radio-catalog/vlasdf20cm.html
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RadioLensfit: Parallelization

Hybrid parallelization: MPI + OpenMP

IF 1 IF k IF nIF 2
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RadioLensfit: Faceting tuning

Rivi & Miller 2021

iterations, as highlighted in Fig. 1. In the sky model computation and source
extraction phase, the visibilities computation is distributed among threads each
working for di↵erent frequencies of the spectral window12. In the model fitting
phase each thread computes the likelihood (including source model visibilities
and marginalization over source position) for di↵erent scalelength values of the
source model. These likelihood values are then used for the numerical likelihood
marginalization over the scalelength parameter.

4. Method accuracy

In this section we investigate the performance of the method on SKA1-MID
simulated data in terms of shape bias and computing time, by comparing results
with the ones obtained in Rivi et al. (2019) from the same dataset with a joint
fitting approach. This simulation was performed assuming no time and fre-
quency smearing e↵ects, so that a reduced uv coverage of a real 8-h observation
pointing close to the zenith was generated considering only a single large fre-
quency channel (240 MHz of bandwidth) centred at 1.4 GHz and an integration
time �t = 60 s.

We assume the linear bias model for comparing input and measured ellip-
ticity values:

ẽi � ei = miei + ci, i = 1, 2,

where ẽi (resp. ei) is the i-component of the measured (resp. original) value of
the input ellipticity, mi and ci are respectively the multiplicative and additive
biases. As for optical observations, multiplicative bias arises from e↵ects such
as noise bias and neighbour bias (due to source signal contamination by resid-
uals of nearby galaxies). If we consider the weak lensing shear obtained as a
weighted average of sources’ ellipticities, other e↵ects such as source selection
and weight are contributing to the multiplicative bias. Additive bias indicates a
systematic error due to e↵ects such as the correlation of noise bias with the PSF
anisotropy that coherently smears the source shape. For an overview on these
e↵ects and their contribution on the bias on optical surveys see Miller et al.
(2013); Mandelbaum et al. (2018); Samuro↵ et al. (2018); Zuntz et al. (2018).
We expect a similar behaviour in the radio band.

4.1. Facet size tuning

Facet field of view factor K, as defined in Section 2.3, is dependent on the
uv coverage of the observation, i.e. the PSF with which the source is convolved
in the image domain. Therefore, before using the tool is recommended to tune
the optimal facet size by testing it on simulations performed with the same uv
coverage of the original dataset.

We simulated a realistic population of 1000 faint SF galaxies, a single source
in the field of view at a time, with flux ranging between 200 µJy and 10 µJy,

12Averaging of the visibilities is not parallelized because there could be a concurrent access
to the facet array elements, being facet coordinates measured in wavelengths units.

11

- If not available, estimate source scalelength correlation with source 
flux: 𝛼 = f(S). Typically a linear relation between log 𝛼med and logS

- Facet field of view 𝜃 = K𝛼,  K constant dependent on the uv coverage

Linear bias model:

SKA1-MID simulation of 1000 single sources with SNR > 20



RadioLensfit: Performance

Figure 7: Results for the SKA1-MID simulated dataset (S � 10µJy): plots of the binned
”measured minus true” values, �ei, for both source ellipticity components. Upper panel : one
source at a time in the field of view. Lower panel : all sources in the field of view at a density
of 2.7 gal/armin2.

Test bad shape bias

m1 c1 m2 c2
RL single 13 0.0322 ± 0.0056 0.0041 ± 0.0015 0.0321 ± 0.0051 0.0062 ± 0.0015
RL all + sizes 10 0.0402 ± 0.0057 0.0057 ± 0.0016 0.0393 ± 0.0051 0.0001 ± 0.0015
RL all 14 0.0748 ± 0.0056 �0.0005 ± 0.0015 0.0620 ± 0.0051 0.0067 ± 0.0015
HMC all 0 0.0296 ± 0.0043 0.0001 ± 0.0010 0.0282 ± 0.0040 �0.0002 ± 0.0010

Table 2: Bias values for the fitting of the two ellipticity components of the SKA1-MID sim-
ulated observation (1000 sources in 400 arcmin2 with S � 10µJy) for the following cases: a)
RadioLensfit, single source in the field of view; b) RadioLensfit, all sources in the field of
view, extracted using the known size and position; c) RadioLensfit, all sources in the field
of view, extracted using the known flux and position; d) joint fitting of all sources with HMC
(reported from Rivi et al. (2019)).
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SKA1-MID simulation at 2.7 gal/armin2 density
1000 sources with flux 10 – 200 µJy (SNR > 10)
single channel at 1.4 GHz, 240 MHz bandwidth, 8-h observation, 60 s sampling time 

RadioLensfit results comparable with joint fitting (HMC) but much faster:
RL on 16-core Intel Xeon E5-2650 at 2.00 GHz: 1h 35 min (Rivi & Miller 2021)
HMC on same CPU + 2 NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPUs:  ∼ 9 weeks    (Rivi+ 2019)

Figure 7: Results for the SKA1-MID simulated dataset (S � 10µJy): plots of the binned
”measured minus true” values, �ei, for both source ellipticity components. Upper panel : one
source at a time in the field of view. Lower panel : all sources in the field of view at a density
of 2.7 gal/armin2.
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Table 2: Bias values for the fitting of the two ellipticity components of the SKA1-MID sim-
ulated observation (1000 sources in 400 arcmin2 with S � 10µJy) for the following cases: a)
RadioLensfit, single source in the field of view; b) RadioLensfit, all sources in the field of
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of view, extracted using the known flux and position; d) joint fitting of all sources with HMC
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RadioLensfit: Scalability

Rivi & Miller 2021

source model fitting
sky model

source extraction

OpenMP (single node)

MPI+OpenMP

INAF HOTCAT cluster
SKA1_MID simulation ~ 107 uv points

Overall super-linear weak scalability 
despite tasks synchronization overhead 
thanks to the strong scalability of the 
model fitting

total

source extraction

model fitting

communication 
sky model



Removable by isotropization of the PSF Calibration is required as in the 
optical surveys

ideal case (no neighbourood bias), 104 single galaxies

shear bias requirements for SKA1: m < 6.4 × 10-3, c < 8.0 × 10-4

RadioLensfit: Shear bias

Rivi+ 2016



SuperCLuster Assisted Shear Survey (SuperCLASS)

e-MERLIN                                                  JVLA

4 Richard A. Battye et al

the survey. The first data release comprises around half the
observations in terms of time but due to the nature of the
observing strategy the resulting mosaic, which we will refer
to as “DR1” throughout this paper, covers ⇡ 0.26 deg2 to
the full depth expected for the survey. The rest of the ob-
servations – another ⇠ 400 hours – will bring the survey to
full depth over the whole field.

2.1 Survey Design

The key criteria used in defining the design of the survey
were: (i) to have the most circular beam profile possible for
both the e-MERLIN and VLA arrays which will allow the
best shape measurement and morphological analysis pos-
sible; (ii) to allow e�cient observing for telescope arrays
located at relatively high latitudes in the northern hemi-
sphere; (iii) have the strongest possible lensing signal over
a su�ciently large area to make a meaningful test of shear
measurement and to detect the rare counterparts of sub-mm
sources. Criteria (i) and (ii) are both met by performing ob-
servations at high declinations, while it should be possible
to achieve (iii) by observing a region known to have a sig-
nificant level of large-scale structure, for example, a known
super-cluster region (Peters et al. 2016). We note that the
choice of a supercluster region also facilitates studies of en-
vironmental influences on SF/AGN galaxies, as well as in
the background population, as in the STAGES project (Hey-
mans et al. 2008; Gray et al. 2009). It was decided that these
considerations outweighed the natural desire to choose one
of the commonly observed extragalactic fields which have
significant multi-wavelength coverage and hence we have
also embarked on a programme of multi-wavelength observa-
tions in order to facilitate the science programme. We note
that the sensitivity of e-MERLIN is ⇠ 30% higher when
observing at high elevation compared to lower declinations
necessary to observe more southerly fields.

The choice of depth of the survey and the area cov-
ered involves a trade-o↵ between the desire for the survey
to be su�ciently deep to detect enough sources to reduce the
shot noise in shear measurements and being wide enough to
sample the shear correlation mitigating the e↵ects of cos-
mic/sample variance, and to find rare objects with high
star-formation rates. The overall sensitivity is dictated by
the survey speed of e-MERLIN which is a sparsely filled in-
terferometer necessitating significant amounts of integration
time. Based on these considerations, and also intending to
complement other legacy programs, it was decided to aim for
a r.m.s. sensitivity of ⇠ 6µJy over an area of ⇠ 1 deg2 which
it was calculated would require 832 hours of e-MERLIN time
including that needed for calibration and using the Lovell
Telescope (LT) whose 76m diameter collecting area enables
this high level of sensitivity. This should allow high signal-to-
noise for detection of sources with flux densities S > 40µJy
where we can expect a source density ⇠ 1 arcmin�2. Un-
fortunately, the inclusion of the LT brings with it an extra
complication in that the primary beam of baselines includ-
ing the LT is much smaller (⇠ 100) than the primary beams
of baselines formed from correlating the other 25m diameter
telescopes within e-MERLIN, which are typically ⇠ 300.

As with the survey of the HDF-N presented in Muxlow
et al. (2005) it is necessary to complement the e-MERLIN
data with data from the VLA which covers a wider-range of

Figure 1. An illustration of the complementarity of VLA base-
lines up to 36 km and e-MERLIN baselines up to 217 km. Bars
represent the square root of the number of baselines of a given
length, whilst the dashed line is the shear signal expected on these
Fourier scales when observing at 1.4 GHz. The shear signal is con-
structed as the di↵erence between sky models of T-RECS sources
(see Bonaldi et al. 2019) with and without shape changes due to
the simulated e↵ect of weak gravitational lensing expected for a
typical supercluster of galaxies.

short baselines, but does not have su�cient long baselines to
measure ellipticities in relatively small sources. This point is
illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that the primary beam of the VLA
telescopes is similar to the non-LT telescopes of e-MERLIN
and hence it is possible to construct an observing strategy
compatible with both arrays.

2.2 Target field selection

In order to search for possible candidate fields, we performed
an all sky search for clusters in the NASA Extragalactic
Database (NED) with declinations > 45�, z > 0.15 and
which had previously been studied in order to focus only
on actively studied clusters. This list was cross-matched
against itself using a matching radius of 0.75 deg. This pro-
cess turned up a list of five fields containing more than three
clusters. We then excluded regions containing strong sources
from NVSS (with flux density > 100mJy) and where there
is a very strong source > 1 Jy within 5 deg. From those
which were left, we selected a region at RA ⇠ 10.5 h and
Dec ⇠ 68� N containing five clusters (A968, A981, A998,
A1005 and A1006, see Table 1) which have z ⇡ 0.2 – we
will henceforth call this region the SuperCLASS field, since
this appears to be the largest of the currently detected clus-
ters in the field. This region has a typical dust extinction
of AV ⇡ 0.2 which is within the range that will allow high
fidelity optical observations.

The five clusters in the region have been detected
by ROSAT with luminosities in the range (0.3 � 1.7) ⇥
1044 erg sec�1 over the 0.1 to 2.4 keV energy band as tab-
ulated in Table 1. Under the assumption of hydrostatic

c� 2019 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–19
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SuperCLASS: DR1 galaxy shapes

Harrison & the SuperCLASS Collaboration 2020 

Data Release 1: 0.26 deg2

Only image-plane shape measurement (IM3SHAPE) 
with calibration simulations on a source-by-source 
basis (SuperCALS method)
VLA: 440 SF galaxies (0.47 gal/armin2) with SNR > 7
E-MERLIN: 56 matched sources (≈ 0.06 gal/arcmin2)

size and shape of the beam is dominating the 
morphology of recovered sources

14 Harrison et al.

Figure 8. ‘Calibration crosses’ from the SuperCALS method. Unfilled blue circles show the recovered ellipticies of simulated sources
injected into the CLEAN residual image at the location of the real source. Filled blue circles show the calibrated ellipticity measurements
for these sources. Red unfilled and filled points show the ellipticity of the real source, before and after calibration. Left shows a source
for which calibration is considered a success, right a source for which calibration is considered a failure.

Figure 9. Input vs recovered source ellipticity for the simulated
J28 pointing of the VLA DR1 data using SuperCALS, with the
fiducial T-RECS sky model. The legend indicates the intercept
and slope of the best-fitting linear relation, and the estimated
correlation coe�cient between the ein and eout values.

4.4 Radio shape analysis

We apply the SuperCALS shape measurement described
above to our VLA-only weak lensing catalogue, described
in Section 4.1.1. We include in our catalogue both cali-
brated and uncalibrated measurements of the galaxy el-
lipticities e1 and e2 (the uncalibrated measurement corre-
sponds to simply running IM3SHAPE on the image, the
same method as used in Section 3.4 for the optical data).
These shape measurements are plotted in Fig. 11 and his-
tograms of their ellipticity modulus |e| =

p
e
2

1
+ e

2

2
(for

Figure 10. Input vs recovered source ellipticity for the simulated
J28 pointing of the VLA DR1 data using SuperCALS, with the
fiducial T-RECS sky model modified so that each source is three
times larger and 100 times brighter, demonstrating the ability of
the method to recover unbiased source morphology. The legend
is as in Fig. 9.

which we expect a Rayleigh-like distribution) and position
angle PA = 0.5 tan�1(e2/e1) (for which we expect a flat uni-
form distribution) in Fig. 12. Inspection of the uncalibrated
shape distributions in Fig. 12 leads us to doubt that credi-
ble conclusions can be drawn on morphological information
from this data set. The histogram of position angle shows a
significant peak at the position angle of the beam, in spite
of the resolution cut imposed in Section 4.1.1. Upon inspec-
tion of the IM3SHAPE measured source sizes, we find many
are consistent with being smaller than the restoring beam

c� 2019 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–25
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Figure 12. Ellipticity modulus and position angle histograms from the SuperCALS shape measurement method for the weak lensing
radio catalogue from the VLA data.

Figure 13. IM3SHAPE radii compared to the restoring beam
position angle for the VLA data. Orange lines show the position
angle of the restoring beam and its size (minor axis, major axis,
and the geometric mean of these as the dashed line). This demon-
strates that the size and shape of the beam is still dominating the
morphology recovered for these sources.

of sources N within a small region or ‘shear pixel’ of the sky:

b� =
1
N

NX

i

✏i. (18)

We pixelate our shear maps with a side length of ✓pix =
3arcmin. The radio and optical shear catalogues have galaxy
number densities of n

R

gal ⇡ 0.5 arcmin�2 and n
O

gal ⇡

19 arcmin�2, leaving each shear pixel with an average of
⇡ 153 optical sources and ⇡ 4.5 radio sources.

The estimate of shear from averaging down galaxy
shapes with h✏i = 0 but h✏2i 6= 0 on a given angular scale
` then has a shot noise term, related to the number density
of available galaxy shapes, ni

gal arcmin�2 and the expected
covariance of the intrinsic (i.e. before lensing) galaxy shapes:
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cov(✏i, ✏j). (19)

where n
ij
gal

is the number of galaxies common to both sam-
ples. Here we assume negligible overlap between the radio
and optical galaxy samples, meaning the cross-noise power
spectrum is also negligible, NRO = 0 (which will also be a
good approximation on the angular scales considered here,
as discussed in Hillier et al. 2019). However, for the auto
power spectra where i = j, Eq. (19) gives NOO = �

2

✏O/n
O

gal

and NRR = �
2

✏R/n
R

gal, where �✏i is the dispersion of intrinsic

galaxy ellipticites in the i
th sample.

5.1 Band power selection

The nominal multipole ranges for power spectra extrac-
tion were selected following the prescription outlined in
Köhlinger et al. (2017). While the method of extracting mul-
tipoles is the same for both the DR1 and full regions, we
present spectra for both because of the di↵ering areas.

The largest multipole available to be extracted from
the shear maps is set by the shear pixel side length, ✓pix =
3arcmin, corresponding to a multipole of `pix = 7200. The
smallest multipole available is determined by the survey ar-
eas. The DR1 region covers an area of 0.26 deg2, so we
choose a survey side length of ✓

DR1

max =
p
0.26 deg, corre-
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VLA beam

flux × 100,  size × 3Simulated SFG of J28 pointing of the VLA DR1



SuperCLASS: Visibilities vs Image

m1 = 0.042 ± 0.002,  c1 =  0.0048 ± 0.0003
m2 = 0.039 ± 0.002,  c2 = -0.0045 ± 0.0003
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Meeting 10th Feb 2021
 
Neal, Ian, Marzia, Bob, Richard. Apologies: Mark, Michael
 
1. Radio Imaging 
 
Bob: Phase rotating doesn't work too well - problem is to do with the ephemerides in CASA - needs updating the ephemeris or a Python script to correct the times.
Failure to do this leads to unacceptable shifts in position. Satisfied that this is now fixed. Will resume the programme of running through the e-MERLIN data (takes 1
week for all the data with 10 nodes) followed if possible by combined e-MERLIN/VLA datasets.
 
2. Shape measurements
 
image-plane shape measurement: compared SuperCALS and Marzia's radiolensfit on the same simulated sources. Looks very encouraging. Plot of input and
recovered e for both e1 and e2 shows that Radiolensfit gives a much tighter correlation between input and recovered e (easily visible by eye). Some discussion of
dependence on flux. Some indications of bias; to investigate further; possibly related to shape of beam. Will continue to test and then investigate running
radiolensfit on the Phase 1 data.
 
3times size 100times flux simulation, e_in vs e_out results from the two methods:

 
and comparing the measurements source-by-source:
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More activity...

 

Much tighter correlation between input and recovered ellipticities
Bias reduced by almost one order of magnitude! 

m1 = 0.08 ± 0.05,  c1 = -0.03 ± 0.01
m2 = 0.13 ± 0.06,  c2 = -0.03 ± 0.01

Simulated SFG of J28 pointing of the VLA DR1, size and flux increased:



Conclusions

• SKA will open weak lensing observations to the radio band
• New methods for accurate SFG shape measurements are required

• Joint analysis in the image/visibility domains may be required for SKA. 
Image analysis may be used for: 
• sources position and flux (and possibly size)
• initial guess on shape parameters   
• sources classification (for removal of AGN)

• RadioLensfit features:
• working in the visibility domain
• model fitting of a source at a time
• exploitation of multi-core and multi-node systems
• results comparable with the joint fitting approach

• SuperCLASS precursor WL survey (JVLA + e-MERLIN)
• superCALS (image domain) vs RadioLensfit (visibility domain) methods
• RadioLensfit may reduce the shape bias by almost an order of magnitude 


